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Sic transit gloria
(meaning glory is
fleeting or don’t
get too uppity
Sunny – it ain’t
gonna last!)
^ That’s our theme this week as the Number One
spot moves quickly among three different players!
Sunny has an outstanding week and captures the top
prize, only to be Marshed off to ignominy by the
KaDaverous one. But within 24 hours, Chilly appears to
have recovered faster than Tiger Woods from his leg
ailment and makes dead wood out of KaDaver at the
‘Prior.
And where is Chef in all this? Seems to have
disappeared. Actually no – he was concentrating on the
Citizen amateur golf tournament where he made a good
showing. Congratulations, Chef!
Meanwhile, among the B, C, and D-classers – where the
rest of us hang out – there was plenty of action and a
host of upsets.
At the Marshes, there were more upsets than defences.
It just shows you that in match-play, anything can
happen. So for all of you high-scorers out there, jettison
your fears and take on one of the big guys. You never
know! Pommie Number One? Why not?
Garnering first-star accolades this week, apart from
Chilly and Ticklar, were carcarcar (where DO these
nicknames come from? Editor’s note: TripleCar?), Popeye,
Gaziff and Hacker. Congrats to one and all.
There were no three-dog nights; but there were two-dog
days achieved by Steamer, Ticklar and Smitty.

And special mention has to be made of Crenshaw
who had three two-dog days! Nice going (must be
some kind of record); but how about saving some for
the rest of us!
We have to recognize one of our most enthusiastic
rookies: Charlie, the only guy I’ve seen break into
dance when his putt just gets close! This week he not
only grabbed three wins and scored a birdie, he also
broke triple digits for the first time in his Slammer
career. Well done, Baryshnikov!
Burnsy bags another eagle, equaling Malone’s record
of four in a season. And the season is barely half
over.
Thanks to IronMaiden, Cuba and Grumpy for handling
these summaries in the last few weeks. If anyone else
is interested in trying their hand at this job (Chilly?
KidsClub?), let Stevie Ray, Rulz or Malone know. I’d
be more than happy to see someone else try their
hand at it.
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